Enjoy higher revenues from your work
comp payers and faster access to cash.

Cookeville Regional Medical Center does.
“Workers’ compensation

accounts take an extraordinary amount of time and
require a unique skill set to manage. It simply made sense to me to reallocate my
resources and let EnableComp focus on managing this complex revenue class for
us. It has proven to be a great decision for us.” CHARLOTTE CUMMINS
						 DIRECTOR OF PFS, CRMC

Cookeville Regional Medical Center is a 247
bed acute care facility located in Cookeville, TN,
80 miles from the nearest trauma center. The
hospital’s GPR is $430million. EnableComp
provides CompDirect services to this client.

Like most hospitals these days, Cookeville Regional has looked to their revenue cycle leadership to reduce costs and
improve collections. Revenue cycle excellence requires extraordinary performance across all financial classes. They know
that, even though it is only 1% of their hospitals’ total revenue, work comp is a complex reimbursement class that
requires the attention of experts. Knowing and collecting what our clients are entitled to from workers’ compensation
payers, we get it.
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Expertise

Workers’ compensation is highly complex and extremely regulated, with vague and
uncertain rules. Our team speaks that language...and we have done so for the
more than $1 Billion in work comp claims we’ve handled for our customers.

Technology

Our proprietary technology considers accurate fee schedules and jurisdictional,
clinical, and contractual influences to determine precisely what to expect in work
comp. We provide the data necessary to adjust a client’s aged trial balance
within 72 hrs.

Value

Our intensive audit of closed work comp accounts combined with our day-one
CompDirect program assures Cookeville Regional that they are getting every
penny they deserve for the services they provide injured workers.

We got it for COOKEVILLE REGIONAL
MEDICAL CENTER

